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Periods of N onexpansive Operators on Finite 11 -Spaces 
MICHAEL SCHEUTZOW 
In [I] Akcoglu and Krengel showed that for every nonexpansive operator Twith bounded orbits 
on a finite ii-space and for every x E II' there exists apE II>J such that P" x converges. Using their 
result we show that there exists some p E II>J such that TP" x converges for all x and we provide upper 
bounds of p as a function of the dimension of the space. In a special case we characterize the set 
of all p which are the period of some nonexpansive operator. Our main tool is the study of the order 
of automorphisms of finite sublattices of 1Kl1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fix lEN and define L := (R', L + = {x E L: x ~ O}, where x ~ y, x, Y E (R' always 
means Xi ~ Yi for all 1 ~ i ~ I and x > Y :=- x ~ y and x '# y. We always use the 
II-norm on L and L+ defined by Ilxll:= Li~llxil· 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (S, d) be a metric space and T: S --. S. T is called nonexpansive if 
d(Tx, Ty) ~ d(x, y) for all x , YES. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let S be a partially ordered set and T: S --. S. T is called order 
preserving, if x ~ y implies Tx ~ Ty. 




for all XES. 
, 
LXi 
i = 1 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let S be a subset of L + and T: S --. S. T is called sup-decreasing if 
max (TX)i ~ max Xi for all XES. 
i i 
REMARK: Let S = L + or S = Land T: S --. S be integral preserving. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) T is order preserving, 
(b) Tis nonexpansive. 
(a) = (b) is Lemma 2.2 in [3] and 
(b) = (a) follows from the fact, that x ~ y, c ~ X 1\ Tx 1\ Ty implies 
II Ty - ell - II Tx - c II ~ II Ty - Tx II ~ II y - x II = II y - c - (x - c) II 
= II y - c II - II x - c II = II Ty - c II - II Tx - c II 
and hence Tx - c ~ Ty - c which implies Tx ~ Ty. 
Nonexpansive operators on finite or infinite II-spaces are generalizations of transition 
matrices for Markov chains. In the case of a Markov chain with transition matrix (Pik) the 
operator T on II defined by (TX)k = Li Xi Pik is linear and nonexpansive and can be thought 
of as describing the evolution of the distribution of the mass on the state space of the 
Markov chain. Nonexpansive operators seem to be a natural generalization in order to 
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study also nonlinear diffusion of mass (i.e. the probability of a jump from some state to 
another may depend on the distribution). For further motivation see [1] and [3]. 
In [1] it was shown that for a nonexpansive operator Ton L such that at least one (and 
hence each) orbit {h, Th, ... } is bounded, and for eachf E L, there exists some pEN such 
that TPnf converges. They also showed that if T: L + -. L + is order preserving, nonexpan-
sive and sup-decreasing, then there exists, for each f E L + some pEN, P ~ l!, such that 
TPnf converges. Here we improve the latter result by showing that under weaker conditions, 
namely T nonexpansive and TO = 0, pnf converges for all f E L + where q is the least 
common multiple (I cm) of {I, ... ,I} and that this bound is sharp under our assumptions, 
as well as under the stronger assumptions in [1]. Our methods are rather different from the 
ones used in [1]. Our main tool is the study of automorphisms of certain finite semilattices. 
We wish to point out however that our main results depend on those of Akcoglu and 
Krengel mentioned above [1]. We use them in Corollaries 3.4, 3.5 and Theorems 4.1 and 
4.3. Finally we show that for every nonexpansive operator T: L + -. L + or T: L -. L with 
bounded orbits there exists some pEN such that TPn x converges for all x E L + (L) and we 
establish an upper bound for p. 
2. THE LINEAR CASE 
We briefly review the essentially known linear case i.e. T: L -. L can be represented as 
(TX)i = r.j~) aijxj (in short: Tx = Ax). 
LEMMA 2.1. T is nonexpansive iff r.! ~) I aij I ~ 1 for all 1 ~ j ~ I. 
PROOF: If r.! ~) I aij I ~ 1 for all j, then 
II Tx - Tyll it) Ijt) aij(xj - Yj)1 ~ it) jt) laijllxj - yjl 
I I 
L I Xj - Yj I L I aij I ~ II x - Y II· 
j~) i~) 
If, on the other hand, T is nonexpansive, then for e(k) := (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) 
k 
I 
1 = II e(k) II ~ II Te(k) II = L laikl· 
i~ ) 
LEMMA 2.2. T is an isometry iff A = B· P, where P is a permutation matrix and 
bij = !XJ)ij with !Xi = 1 or !Xi = - 1 and ()ij = 1 for i = j, and ()ij = ° for i f= j. 
PROOF: If A has a representation as in the statement of the lemma with Pin(i) = 1, then 
II Tx - Ty II = it) Ijt) aij(xj - Yj)1 
If T is an isometry, then for k f= m 
I 
L lain(i) II xn(i) - Yn(i) I = II x - Y II· 
i= I 
I 
2 = II Te(k) - Te(m) II = L I aik - aim I 
i~ ) 
and 
I I I 
2 II Te(k) - T( - e(m» II L I aik + aim I ~ L I aik I + L I aim I ~ 2 
i= I ;= I ;= I 
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since T is nonexpansive. Hence 
I aik - aim I = I aik I + I aim I = I aik + aim I 
which implies aik = 0 or aim = O. Since r.i ~, I aik I = I the assertion follows. 
Let us now consider linear maps T: L + ~ L + i.e. 
, 
(TX)i = L aijxj with aij ~ 0 for all I ~ i, j ~ l. 
j ~, 
LEMMA 2.3. T is nonexpansive iff r.i ~, aij ~ I. 
PROOF. Same as for Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. T is an isometry iff A is a permutation matrix. 
PROOF. Same as for Lemma 2.2. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let T: L + ~ L + be linear and nonexpansive. There exists some pEN 
such that pn x converges for all x E L +. The smallest such p is equal to the order of some 
element of the symmetric group S,. 
PROOF. It follows from Perron-Frobenius theory (see [4]) that if A E I[: is an eigenvalue 
of A with I AI = I, then Ak are also eigenvalues for all kEN. The smallest pEN such that 
AP = I for all eigenvalues of modulus one is equal to the order of some element of the 
symmetric group S, since there are at most I such eigenvalues. If e" ... , er is a basis of 
eigenvectors of the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues of modulus I (such a basis 
exists), then each x E 1[:' can be written as x = r.~~, (Xiei + y where y is in the sum of the 
generalized eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues with modulus less than one. Hence 
r r r 
Tpn x = "(xApn e + Tpn y = "(X·e· + Tpn y -----+ " (X·e· ~ I I ~ I I n .... oo ~ I I 
i~' i~' i~' 
for all x E L + (or x E 1[:' if T is extended to a linear operator on 1[:'). 
REMARK. Conversely, for every order p of an element of S, there exists a linear nonex-
pansive operator Ton L + such that p is the smallest number for which pn x converges for 
all x E L +. Just take the operator T which permutes the components according to a given 
n E S, (T is even an isometry). Note that in this case every x E L + is periodic under T and 
every x E L + with all components different has the same period as the whole operator T. 
We will see that this is not generally true in the nonlinear case. 
In the following we will call an element x periodic with respect to an operator T if 
p x = x for some pEN. We call the smallest such p the period of x. Furthermore we call 
an operator T periodic if there exists some pEN such that P x = x for all x in the domain 
of T. We say that T has period pEN if p is the smallest number such that pn x converges 
for all x in its domain. Note that T can have a period without being periodic. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The maximum of the period of all linear nonexpansive operators on 
L + is 
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PROOF. m(l) is the maximum of the order of all elements of S/. 
REMARK. If T is a permutation operator on L + or on L, then each x is invariant in 
distribution i.e. 
/ / 
L b x; = L b(Tx);, 
i= 1 i= 1 
where bx denotes a point measure in x. In fact it is even true that each x is 'stationary' in 
the sense that also 
/ 
"b k = L... (x;,(Tx);, ... ,(T x);) 
i= I 
/ 
L b«TX);, .... (Tk+l x );) 
i= I 
for each kEN. Conversely, if x is stationary wrt some operator Ton L + or L, then the 
restriction TI{x.Tx .... } is a permutation operator. 
3. NONLINEAR NONEXPANSIVE OPERATORS ON L + 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T: L + -+ L + be nonexpansive, integral preserving and onto. Then T is a 
linear isometry. 
PROOF. B,:= {x E L + : II x II ~ r} is compact and TB, = B,. According to Lemma 4.3 
in [1] it follows that T is an isometry on B, and hence on L + . It follows from a theorem of 
Mazur and Ulam ([2], p. 166) that T is linear. In fact this theorem is only formulated for 
isometries satisfying TO = 0 on normed linear spaces, but the proof remains true for 
isometries T on L + satisfying TO = 0 (but not for arbitrary subsets of normed linear 
spaces). 
Note that the lemma is also valid for operators T: L -+ L satisfying TO = 0 in addition 
to the properties stated in the lemma. 
Let us now study the possible periods of nonexpansive operators on L + which satisfy 
TO = O. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T: L + -+ L + be nonexpansive and TO = O. Let x E L + be a periodic 
element under T. Then (the restriction of) T is an automorphism on the (lower) semi/attice 
generated by {x, Tx, ... } i.e. the smallest subset V of L + containing {x, Tx, ... } such that 
y, z E V implies y /\ Z E V. 
PROOF. If 0 ~ z ~ TiX for some i EN, then TO = 0 implies II T'z II ~ II T'z II if 
r ~ s. Furthermore, if p is the period of x, 
II r x II - II zII II r x - z II ~ II TP + i X - TP z II 
II Ti x - TP z II ~ II Ti x II - II TP z II, 
which implies II TPz II ~ II zII and hence II T'zII = II z II for 1 ~ r ~ p. If 0 ~ y ~ z ~ 
r x for some i E N, then 
II Tz II - II Ty II ~ II Tz - Ty II ~ II z - y II = II z II - II y II = II Tz II - II Ty II 
implies II Tz - Ty II = II Tz II - II Ty II and therefore Ty ~ Tz. So T is order preserving 
and integral preserving on the set M := {z: 0 ~ z ~ Ti x for some i EN}. If y E V then 
it can be written as y = A ~ = 1 r x. Since y EMit follows that 
/ / 
T 1\ T"+I y ~ z:= 'x and TPy ~ TP-1z ~ 1\ T';x y. 
i=1 j= I 
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Since T is integral preserving on if it follows that y = P y and Ty = z and hence T: V -+ V. 
The fact that I V I is finite and T is periodic on V implies that T is an automorphism on V. 
REMARKS. (a) The lemma remains true if V is the (lower) semilattice generated by 
finitely many periodic elements of T. 
(b) Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 it is not true in general that Tis an automorphism 
of the lattice generated by {x, Tx, ... }: 
Take I = 2 and define T: L + -+ L + by 
{
CO, g(y,) - Y2) if y, ~ Y2, y, + Y2 :s; 2 
T(y"Y2) (g(Y2)-Y',0) Y2~Y" Y,+Y2:S;2 




2 - V, 
Tis nonexpansive, x = (1, 0) has period 2 and T(x v Tx) = T(I, I) = (0,0) -=1= (1, I) = 
Tx V T 2x. 
We will now study the periods of automorphisms of semi lattices which are finite subsets 
of IRI. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E" ... , EI be totally ordered sets and let E = E, x ... X EI be the 
product lattice i.e. x :s; y iff x; :s; y; for all 1 :s; i :s; I (x, y E E). Let V <;; E be a finite 
(lower) semilattice i.e. I V I < 00 and x, y E V implies x /\ y E V. Furthermore let T be an 
automorphism on V. Then T is periodic and its period p satisfies p Ilcm {I, ... , l}. Every such 
p is the period of some automorphism of some finite semilattice V <;; IRI. In particular the 
maximal possible period is lcm {l, ... , l}. 
PROOF. For e E V define the height h(e) by h(e) = max {k :3 eo, e" ... , ek-' E V: eo < 
e, < ... < ek < e}. For 0.:= /\ {v E V} define h(O) = o. We that e E V with h(e) = 
k > 0 is of type 0 (t(e) = 0) if e" e2 < e, h(e,) = k - 1 implies e2 :s; e, (such elements 
are often called 'irreducible' or' v -irreducible'). Equivalently, tee) = 0 iff e > v {f < e}. 
Otherwise (i.e. in case e = v {f < e}) define tee) = 1. Note that' v' is meant in the sense 
of the ordering on V and not componentwise. We define teO) = o. Since T is an automor-
phism, h(Te) = h(e) and teTe) = tee). Let us first study the periods of elements of type O. 
LeteE V,h(e) = k,t(e) = Oand define l(e) = {l:s; i:S; I:e; > (v{f:f< e});}(-=I=0). 
Let g E V, h(g) = k, t(g) = o. If i E lee) n leg) -=1= 0 and e > e /\ g, then g > e /\ g 
[since h(g) = h(e)] and hence e; /\ g; > (e /\ g); which is impossible. Therefore e = e /\ g 
and g = e /\ g which implies e = g. So h(e) = h(g) and tee) = t(g) = 0 imply that lee) 
and leg) are disjoint or coincide and if they coincide, then e = g. Since h(Te) = h(e) and 
teTe) = tee) elements of type 0 can have at most period I. 
Furthermore, each e E V can be written as e = v {f E V:f :s; e, t(1) = O}, as can be 
seen by a simple induction with respect to the height, since h(e) = 1 implies tee) = O. 
Therefore each e E V has a period that divides 1 cm {1, ... , I} and hence T is periodic with 
a period that divides lcm {I, ... , l}. 
To show the second part of the theorem define T: L + -+ L + by 
(Tx); (x;_, v (i - 1)) + (x; /\ (i - 1)) - (i - 1),2 :s; i :s; I 
1-' 
(Tx), x, - (x, v I) + I + L (x; - (x; /\ (i - I)) - (x; v i) + i) 
;=2 
+ (XI - XI /\ (l - 1)). 
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T is integral preserving and order preserving and hence nonexpansive. Furthermore 
(k, k - I, ... ,k - 1) E L+ has period k for k E {I, ... ,l}. For givenpllcm {I, ... ,l} 
choose numbers {i., ... , i,} ~ {I, ... , I} such that p = lcm {iI' ... , i,} and take the 
semi lattice V generated by {(i, i-I, ... , i-I): i E {iI, ... , i,}}. According to the 
remark following Lemma 3.2 T is an automorphism on V and T has period p. 
REMARK. Obviously Theorem 3.3 remains true for lattices instead of semilattices since 
each finite lower semilattice can be extended to a lattice by adding one element which is 
greater than all other elements. 
COROLLARY 3.4. (a) Let T: L + --+ L + be nonexpansive and TO = O. Then the period p 
of T satisfies p II cm {I, ... , I}. 
(b) For every pllcm{l, ... ,I} there exists a nonexpansive, order preserving, integral 
preserving, sup-decreasing operator T: L + --+ L + with period p. 
PROOF. (a) At this point we use Theorem 4.1 in [1]. It states that if T is a nonexpansive 
operator on L such that at least one (and hence each) orbit {h, Th, ... } is bounded, then 
there exists, for every x E L, some p(x) E N such that p(x)n X converges. Even though the 
Theorem is formulated for L, it is also valid for L + since every nonexpansive operator 
on L + can be extended to a nonexpansive operator Ton L by Tx = T(x+ + x-) = Tx+ 
where x+ ~ 0, x- ~ O. Since T is continuous, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 imply 
p(x)llcm{l, ... ,I} (provided the minimalp(x) EN such p(x)n x converges was chosen) 
and hence the assertion follows. 
(b) Let p 11 cm {I, ... I} and let T be the operator defined in the last part of the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. Then T(lcm{I .... ,/j)/p has the required properties. 
REMARKS. (1) The corollary does not provide a sharp upper bound for the period of 
individual elements of L + under a nonexpansive mapping Twith TO = O. If we let n(l) be 
the largest number p for which there exists some x E L + and a nonexpansive operator T 
with TO = 0 such that x has period p, then we only know so far that 
lcm{l, ... , l} ~ n(l) ~ m(l), 
where m(l) is defined in Corollary 2.6 (it is the maximal period in the linear case). For I = 
and I = 2 the upper and lower bounds coincide, but for I ~ 3 they do not. In fact neither 
the upper nor the lower bound are tight for alII E N. For I = 3 n(3) = 3 < lcm{I,2, 
3} = 6 as one can seen from the proof of Theorem 3.3: If x has a period greater than 
3, it must have period 6 and it is the maximum (in the corresponding semilattice) of 
two elements el and e2 of type 0 with periods 2 and 3, respectively, which implies 
J(T' el ) n J(T' e2) = 0 for r E N which is clearly impossible. On the other hand, for I = 6, 
T defined by 
(Tx),:= {;~:I~ 1) + (X6 1\ 1) - 1, 
(X4 1\ 1) + (X6 V 1) - 1, 
i = 2,3,4,6, 
i = 5, 
i = 1, 
is order preserving and integral preserving and hence nonexpansive on L + (and sup-
decreasing, but not onto). (2, 1, 1,0, 1,0) E L + has period 12 i.e. n(6) ~ 12 > 6 = m(6). 
General formulas for n(l) have not yet been obtained. 
(2) In the linear case every periodic element is invariant in distribution. This is not true 
in the nonlinear case. For I = 2, T defined by 
{
(XI + X2' 0), 
T(xl' X2) = 
(X2 + 1, XI - 1), if XI ~ 
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is integral preserving and order preserving on L + (and hence nonexpansive) and T«2, 0)) = 
(1, 1), T2«2, 0)) = T«l, 1)) = (2,0). If, however, Tis nonexpansive, order preserving and 
sup-decreasing on L +, then every periodic element has an invariant distribution under T 
and, even more, Tn X converges in distribution for every x (see [3], Theorem 3.3). 
We show that the results obtained so far (Corollary 3.4) remain true if the condition 
TO = 0 is replaced by 'order preserving'. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let T: L + -+ L + or T: L -+ L be nonexpansive and order preserving and 
assume that at least one (and hence each) orbit {x, Tx, ... } is bounded. Then T has a period 
pEN and it satisfies p Ilcm {I, ... , I}. For any such p there exist order preserving, integral 
preserving (and hence nonexpansive) and normdecreasing operators T: L -+ Land T: 
L + -+ L + with period p. 
PROOF. From Theorem 4.1 in [1] we know that for every x E L(L+) there exists 
some p(x) such that p(x)n X converges. If x is periodic under T with period jJ and 
y = /\ ~-=IO {Tm x}, then Ty ~ /\ ~ = I {Tm x} = y since T is order preserving. By induction, 
TP y ~ Ty ~ y ~ x = TP x , so the fact that Tis nonexpansive implies Ty = y. Now 
define T: L + -+ L + by Tz = T(y + z) - y. Tis nonexpansive with TO = 0 and jJ is the 
period of x - y under T. Hence, by Corollary 3.4, jJ Ilcm {I, ... , I} and it follows that 
Thas a periodp andpllcm{l, ... ,I}. The last part of the assertion was already shown 
in Corollary 3.4 for T: L+ -+ L+. Fix pllcm{l, ... ,I} and let T: L+ -+ L+ be order 
preserving and integral preserving with TO = 0 and period p. Define T: L -+ L by 
Tx = Tx+ - Tx-. Then T is order preserving, integral preserving and normdecreasing 
(but not necessarily normpreserving) and has period p. 
4. NONLINEAR NONEXPANSIVE OPERATORS ON L 
Let us now study the set of periods of nonexpansive operators T: L -+ L satisfying 
TO = O. The results are not as complete as in the case L +, however. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T: L -+ L be nonexpansive and satisfy TO = O. Then there exists some 
pEN such that pn x converges for all x E L. The smallest such p satisfies p ~ 21 
lcm {l, ... , l}. 
PROOF. Let T: L -+ L be nonexpansive and satisfy TO = 0 and let 
A = {{v E L : V;I ;;:: 0, ... , Vim ;;:: 0, Vj ~ 0 for j ~ {iI, ... , im}}, I ~ iI, ... , im ~ I, m ~ l} 
be the set of (generalized) 'quadrants' of L. Let MEA and x, y EM be periodic under T. 
ForvELdefinelvl = (Ivll, .. ·,lvli).LetzEMsatisfylzl ~ Ixl.Then II Tzil = IlzII 
and 
II x II - II z II = II Tx II - II Tz II ~ II Tx - Tz II ~ II x - z II = II x II - II z II· 
Consequently II Tx II - II Tz II = II Tx - Tz II which implies I (Tx); I ;;:: I (Tz); I and 
(Tz);{Tx);;;:: 0 for I ~ i ~ l. Similarly, I (Tmx);1 ;;:: I (Tmz);1 and (Tmz);{Tmx);;;:: 0 for 
1 ~ i ~ I and mEN. Now let z E M satisfy I z I = I x I 1\ I y I (z is thus uniquely defined). 
If p is a common multiple of the periods of x and y, then TP z E M, I p z I ~ I p x I 1\ 
I TP y I = I x I 1\ I y I and since T is nonexpansive, I p z I = I x I 1\ I y I which implies 
I (Tm z); I = I (Tm x); I 1\ I (Tm y); I for all mEN and I ~ i ~ l. This entails (Tm x); . 
(Tmy); ;;:: O. Therefore there exists a map T*: A -+ A (not necessarily uniquely defined) 
such that for each MEA and v E M which is periodic under T, Tv E T* M. 
Since IA I = 21, T* has period jJ ~ 21. 
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We have already shown that for periodic x E ME vIt, (the restriction of) TP is an auto-
morphism of the (finite) lower semilattice generated by {x, TP x , T2pX , ••. , } . Here x " W 
is defined by x " W E M , I x " wi = Ix I " I w I. It follows from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 
3.3 that the period of x divides jJ • Icm {I, .. . , l} and therefore also the least common 
multiple of all periods of elements of L divides jJ • 1 cm {I, ... , [}. The assertion of the 
theorem follows from the fact, that for every W E L , there exists some jJ = jJ(w) such that 
Tpn w converges (by [I], Theorem 4.1) and T is continuous which implies jJ I jJ I cm { I, . .. , [} 
by what was shown above. 
REMARKS. (a) The upper bound given in Theorem 4.1 is easily seen to be tight for [ = 
(take Tx := -x, X E IR) but does not seem to be tight for [ ~ 2. 
(b) It is not true that the period of p of a nonexpansive operator on L with TO = ° always 
divides 2'lcm{1, .. . , l}. As an example take [ = 2 and 
(0, x, - x2 ) , x" X 2 ~ 0, 
(0, -x2 ), x, :::; 0, X 2 ~ 0, 
T(x" x 2 ) = (-x2 , 0), x, :::; 0, X 2 :::; 0, 
(-x2 , x,) x, ~ 0, X 2 :::; 0, 
which has period 3 (every x E L is mapped on a periodic orbit after at most two iterations). 
(c) In the proof of Theorem 4.1 we showed that Tmaps periodic elements in one quadrant 
to the same quadrant. This is not true for all elements in general. For example [ = 2, 
T: L ~ L defined by 
T(x"x2 ) = ~(_::s: :~s:)(:J 
is nonexpansive (Lemma 2.1) but does not map quadrants into quadrants (except for special 
values of qy) . 
Finally we want to investigate the periods (if they exist) of non expansive maps T: L ~ L 
and T: L + ~ L + without the condition TO = 0. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let vIt, (vlt2, vIt) be the subsets of N defined by p E vIt, (vlt2, M) iff 
there exists a nonexpansive operator Ton L(L, L +) with TO = 0 (bounded orbits, bounded 
orbits) and period p . 
We have shown in Theorem 4.1 that the set vIt, is finite and we have established an upper 
bound. 
THEOREM 4.3. If T: L ~ Lor T: L + ~ L + is nonexpansive and has bounded orbits, then 
there exists some p :::; 2' lcm {1, ... , [} such that T has period p (i.e. pn x converges for all 
I 
x E L(L + ». Furthermore vIt, = vlt2 = vIt). 
PROOF. Obviously vIt, ~ vlt2. Conversely let T: L ~ L be nonexpansive with bounded 
orbits. According to Theorem 4.1 in [I] there exists at least one periodic x E L (possibly 
invariant). Let (! be the diameter (in [I) of the set {x, Tx, . .. }. Then !/:= {y E L: 
"y - Tix" :::; (! for all i E N} is nonempty, compact and convex and T: !/ ~ !/ is 
continuous. By Brower's Theorem !/ contains a fixed point x. Now define t : L ~ L by 
ty = T(y + x) - x. Then to = 0, tis nonexpansive and tmy = Tm(y + x) - x for 
all mEN. Hence t qn y converges iff pn (y + x) converges showing that T has a period (by 
Theorem 4.1) and vIt, = vlt2. 
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Now let T: L + ---+ L + be nonexpansive with bounded orbits and define T: L ---+ L by 
Tx = Tx+. T is nonexpansive with bounded orbits and has the same period as T. In 
particular T has a period by what we showed above and 113 ~ 112' Conversely take P E 112 
and T: L ---+ L with bounded orbits and period p. By 'shifting' T is necessary (i.e. taking 
Ty := T( y - c) + c for some c > 0) we may assume that P is the smallest positive integer 
such that there exist periodic elements x(l), ... , x(m) with periods PI, ... ,Pm such that 
P = Icm {PI" .. , Pm} and Xli), Tx(i), ... E L + for all I :::;; i :::;; m. Now define T: 
L + ---+ L + by Tx = (Tx)+. Then T is nonexpansive, has bounded orbits and period p. 
Therefore 112 = 113, 
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